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study. Patients were matched using propensity
scores. Three pairwise analyses compared annualised
relapse rates and hazards of disability accumulation,
disability improvement and treatment discontinuation
(analysed with negative binomial models and
weighted conditional survival models, with pairwise
censoring).
Results The eligible cohorts consisted of 614
(teriflunomide), 782 (dimethyl fumarate) or 2332
(fingolimod) patients, followed over the median of
2.5 years. Annualised relapse rates were lower on
fingolimod compared with teriflunomide (0.18 vs 0.24;
p=0.05) and dimethyl fumarate (0.20 vs 0.26; p=0.01)
and similar on dimethyl fumarate and teriflunomide
(0.19 vs 0.22; p=0.55). No differences in disability
accumulation (p≥0.59) or improvement (p≥0.14)
were found between the therapies. In patients
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Introduction

Oral immunotherapies have changed the standard
of managing relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis
(MS) and prescription practices globally.1 Their
availability as a first-line treatment has led to their
use as a default initial therapy in several countries.
While oral immunotherapies are highly effective
modulators of MS activity,2–4 they have not been
directly compared in randomised settings.5 The
recently published post hoc comparisons combining
data from the pivotal placebo-controlled trials6–9
and observational cohorts10 11 suggested that
fingolimod and dimethyl fumarate are comparable in suppressing episodic inflammatory activity.
However, results of these studies varied, most
probably due to variability in patients’ underlying
disease activity. For instance, while the proportions
of patients with no evidence of disease activity were
similar in those treated with fingolimod or dimethyl
fumarate as their first treatment choice, fingolimod was superior to dimethyl fumarate among
patients who switched to oral agents from injectable
therapies.11
Direct comparisons of relapse and disability data
are needed to inform evidence-based choices of first
oral therapy, switching between oral agents due to
the lack of tolerance, or treatment escalation with
oral agents in the setting of prior treatment failure.
Where postmarketing trials are failing to provide
this much needed information,5 several observational cohorts have demonstrated capacity to
generate valuable evidence for comparative effectiveness of various therapies, highly concordant
with pivotal trials.12–16 In this study, we compared
relapse activity, disability accumulation, disability
improvement and persistence on therapy among
patients treated with three of the four currently
available oral MS immunotherapies: teriflunomide,
dimethyl fumarate and fingolimod.
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MSBase, an international observational MS cohort study,17 was
approved by the Melbourne Health Human Research Ethics
Committee. Patients have provided written informed consent, as
required. The list of study contributors is given in online supplementary table 1.
The inclusion criteria for this study consisted of: definite
relapse-onset MS,18 19 continuous exposure to one of the study
therapies for ≥3 months, no prior treatment with alemtuzumab
or haematopoietic stem cell transplantation, a minimum data
set (including sex, age, date of first MS symptom, dates of clinical relapses, disease course and disability score at treatment
start (recorded within 6 months before and 1 month after the
start of therapy)) and minimum recorded follow-up (5 months
before treatment start and two disability scores recorded after
commencing study therapy, ≥6 months apart with ≥1 score
recorded while on the study therapy).

Procedures

Patients were treated with one of the oral therapies: teriflunomide (14 mg daily), dimethyl fumarate (240 mg twice daily) or
fingolimod (0.5 mg daily). Study baseline was defined as the first
commencement of an index therapy and patients were censored
at treatment discontinuation or the last recorded disability score.
The data were recorded as part of standard clinical practice,
mostly at tertiary MS centres, with data entry at the time of
clinical visits, as governed by the MSBase Observational Plan.
Data entry portals were iMed or the MSBase online data entry
system. MRI information was reported by treating neurologists
based on the local MRI protocols and reporting standards. A
cerebral MRI acquired within 12 months prior to and 1 week
after the commencement of study therapy was considered as
baseline MRI. Missing MRI data were handled through multiple
imputation.20
An automated quality assurance procedure was applied (online
supplementary table 2), quantifying erroneous data entry, data
density and generalisability as described elsewhere.21

Study endpoints

The primary study outcomes were annualised relapse rate (ARR),
cumulative hazards of relapses, disability accumulation events
and disability improvement events while on study therapy, and
cumulative hazard of treatment discontinuation.
A relapse was defined as new symptoms or exacerbation of
existing symptoms persisting for ≥24 hours, in the absence of
concurrent illness/fever, and occurring ≥30 days after a previous
relapse. Confirmation of relapses by disability score was not
required. Individual ARRs between baseline and censoring were
calculated.
Disability was quantified using the Expanded Disability Status
Scale (EDSS), which was typically derived from clinical exam.
Neurostatus certification was required at the participating
centres. Scores obtained <30 days after a relapse were excluded.
Disability accumulation was defined as an on-treatment increase
in EDSS by 1 step (1.5 steps if baseline EDSS was 0 and 0.5
steps if baseline EDSS was >5.5) confirmed by subsequent
EDSS scores over ≥6 months (irrespective of treatment status at
confirmation). Disability improvement was defined as a decrease
in EDSS by 1 step (1.5 steps if baseline EDSS was 1.5 and 0.5
steps if baseline EDSS was >6) confirmed over ≥6 months.22
Treatment discontinuation events and their main reasons were
recorded; these reasons did not use unified definitions the
2

reasons for treatment discontinuation were reported as per
treating neurologists.

Matching and statistical analysis

Matching and statistical analyses were conducted using R
(V.3.4.1) in three separate matched analyses of dimethyl fumarate versus teriflunomide, fingolimod versus teriflunomide or
fingolimod versus dimethyl fumarate. Individual patients were
matched on their propensity of receiving either of the compared
therapies.23 24 Individual propensity scores were calculated using
a multivariable logistic regression model of treatment allocation
that used sex, age, time from first symptom, EDSS at baseline,
number of relapses in the prior 1 year, disease activity recorded
in the prior 1 year (relapses/progression of disability/relapses
and progression of disability/no activity), presence/absence of
contrast-enhancing lesion on cerebral MRI at baseline, number
of hyperintense T2 lesions on cerebral MRI at baseline (categorised as 1–2, 3–8 or ≥9 lesions), number of prior MS therapies,
the most effective previously used therapy (as per ranking based
on a network meta-analysis of randomised trials)25 and country.
Where information about baseline cerebral MRI at treatment
start was not available, multiple imputation with an expectation
maximisation with bootstrapping algorithm was used to impute
the missing values (generating 17 imputed data sets).20 26 27 The
imputation was based on patient ID, sex, age at baseline, baseline date, MS duration at baseline, treatment group, baseline
EDSS, prebaseline MS activity, the last prebaseline therapy, time
from the previous therapy and the duration of the prebaseline
follow-up. A sensitivity analysis was carried out after loosening
the missingness-not-at-random assumption. The analysis used
normalised weights to approximate the inferences in the data
with MRI missing not at random.28 The associations between the
clinical and demographic variables and missingness of the MRI
data were evaluated with multivariable logistic regression. The δ
was chosen based on a published algorithm.29
Patients were matched without replacement in a variable 2:1
(dimethyl fumarate:teriflunomide), 4:1 (fingolimod:teriflunomide) or 5:1 (fingolimod:dimethyl fumarate) ratio using nearest
neighbour matching within a calliper of 0.15 SDs of the propensity score.30 All subsequent analyses were paired with weighting
to adjust for the variable matching ratio. Pairwise censoring
was used to determine common on-treatment follow-up time
to mitigate attrition bias and the effect of differential treatment
persistence.12
Tests of statistical inference were carried out at α=0.05. ARRs
were compared with a marginal weighted negative binomial
model with a cluster term for matched patient sets. Cumulative
hazards of relapses, and disability accumulation and improvement events were analysed with weighted conditional proportional hazards models (Andersen-Gill). Models of disability
outcomes were adjusted for visit frequency. Cumulative hazard
of discontinuing therapy was evaluated with weighted conditional proportional hazards models (Cox) in cohorts that were
not pairwise censored. Where the proportionality of hazards
assumption was violated (as per Schoenfeld’s global test), an
interaction term for treatment and time was included.
Robustness of the statistically significant differences to unidentified confounders was quantified with Rosenbaum sensitivity
test for Hodges-Lehmann Γ. Γ estimates the minimum magnitude
of an unmeasured confounder that would change the conclusion
of an analysis.31 Where no statistically significant differences
were observed, analytical power was quantified as the minimum
detectable effect at 1-β=0.8 using 200 simulations.
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Sensitivity analyses

Eight sensitivity analyses were completed to evaluate the robustness of the results to potential confounders: (1) excluding MRI
from the estimation of propensity score (to eliminate a potential
effect of multiple imputation); (2) matching on relapses during
the prior 2 years (to evaluate the influence of the assessment of
prebaseline disease activity); (3) matching in a fixed 1:1 ratio
(to evaluate the effect of matching ratio); (4) only including
patients who were exposed to other immunotherapies and experienced relapses during the 1 year prebaseline; (5) only including
patients from countries where fingolimod is second-line therapy;
(6) only including patients from countries where fingolimod is
first-line therapy; (7) complete case analysis of patients with
baseline cerebral MRI available; and (8) analysis of all information recorded after the start of study therapy irrespective of
treatment status and duration—the ‘intention to treat’ paradigm
(to eliminate potential effect of early treatment discontinuation,
informed censoring and enable evaluation of delayed changes in
disability).

Results
Study population

A total of 614 (teriflunomide), 782 (dimethyl fumarate) and
2332 (fingolimod) patients who fulfilled the inclusion criteria
and were treated between 12 December 2006 and 20 September
2017 (figure 1;online supplementary tables 3 and 4) were
included in the study. Of the patients who commenced the study
medication, 109 (5.2%) on teriflunomide, 275 (10.1%) on
dimethyl fumarate and 221 (3.4%) on fingolimod discontinued
therapy during the initial 3 months from treatment start and
were excluded from the analysis (reported under the insufficient
on-treatment follow-up category). The reported reasons for
treatment discontinuation among these excluded early discontinuations are shown in online supplementary table 5.
As expected, the three included treatment groups differed in
their baseline characteristics before matching (online supplementary table 6). Logistic regression models were used to calculate the propensity scores—the probability of exposure to either
of the compared treatment pairs (online supplementary table
7). These models showed that before matching, patients treated
with teriflunomide tended to be older, with longer time from
disease onset, less relapses and MRI activity during the previous
year and with lower EDSS relative to the other two study therapies. In addition, patients treated with fingolimod tended to
have higher EDSS and more relapses during the prior year in

comparison to those treated with dimethyl fumarate. The characteristics of the patients excluded by the matching procedure
are shown in online supplementary table 8.
The numbers of patients retained in the matched cohorts
for all three pairwise primary analyses are shown in table 1.
The matching procedure significantly decreased the betweengroup differences in propensity scores from 0.20–0.40 to
0.004–0.030, corresponding to a 90.9%–98.2% improvement
in balance between the matched groups (online supplementary
table 9). The close match on individual characteristics between
the groups is demonstrated in table 1 (standardised differences
≤20% for most variables and 26% for prior relapse activity
for fingolimod vs teriflunomide). Among those with cerebral
MRI information available, the proportions of the patients with
contrast-enhancing lesions and with high and low lesion counts
were balanced. As a result of pairwise censoring, on-treatment
follow-up was identical in the matched groups. The numbers of
matched patients followed for ≥2.5 years were 147 vs 111 for
dimethyl fumarate versus teriflunomide, 501 vs 98 for fingolimod versus teriflunomide and 1056 vs 155 for fingolimod
versus dimethyl fumarate, respectively.

Effectiveness
Dimethyl fumarate versus teriflunomide

The mean ARR did not differ between patients treated with
dimethyl fumarate (0.19, 95% CI 0.15 to 0.23) and teriflunomide (0.22, 95% CI 0.18 to 0.26, p=0.55, figure 2A). This
observation was confirmed by similar cumulative hazards of
relapses in the two treatment groups (HR 0.86, 95% CI 0.64
to 1.14, p=0.29; figure 2C). No differences were observed for
confirmed disability accumulation (HR 1.02, 95% CI 0.60 to
1.76, p=0.92) and improvement (HR 1.26, 95% CI 0.58 to 2.74,
p=0.55; figure 2B,D,E). These results were fully replicated with
imputation of missing MRI data under missing-not-at-random
assumption. The analysis was sufficiently powered to identify
differences of 0.18 relapses per year (ARR), 58% difference in
cumulative hazards of relapses and 3% and 21% differences in
cumulative hazards of disability accumulation and improvement,
respectively (online supplementary table 12).

Fingolimod versus teriflunomide

The mean ARR was lower in fingolimod-treated patients (0.18,
95% CI 0.16 to 0.21) than in those treated with teriflunomide
(0.24, 95% CI 0.21 to 0.27, p=0.05, figure 3A). The difference
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Figure 1 Patient disposition. EDSS, Expanded Disability Status Scale; MS, multiple sclerosis.
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Dimethyl
fumarate
(n=470)

Teriflunomide
(n=355)

Female patients (%)

352 (75)

266 (75)

Age (years), mean±SD

41±11

42±10

Disease duration (years), median (quartiles)

9.2 (4.6–15.2) 9.7 (5–16.1)

Cohen’s
d

Fingolimod
(n=910)

Teriflunomide
(n=403)

Fingolimod
Cohen’s d (n=1825)

Dimethyl
fumarate
(n=672)

Cohen’s
d

673 (74)

294 (73)

1332 (73)

504 (75)

0.06

40±10

42±10

0.11

39±10

40±11

0.03

0.07

8.9 (4.9–14.6)

9.4 (4.7–15.8)

0.08

8.7 (4.7–14.4)

8.4 (3.8–14.3)

0.04

Disability (EDSS), median (quartiles)

2 (1–3.5)

2 (1–3)

0.05

2 (1.5–3.5)

2 (1–3)

0.16

2.5 (1.5–3.5)

2 (1.5–3.5)

0.22

Relapses 12 months prebaseline, mean±SD

0.6±0.8

0.4±0.7

0.16

0.7±0.8

0.5±0.7

0.26

0.9±0.9

0.8±0.9

0.11

Prior disease activity, patients
 Relapses (%)

126 (27)

72 (20)

313 (34)

90 (22)

757 (41)

233 (35)

 Progression (%)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

6 (0)

3 (0)

 Relapses and progression (%)

75 (16)

53 (15)

153 (17)

59 (15)

355 (19)

126 (19)

 None (%)

269 (57)

230 (65)

444 (49)

254 (63)

707 (39)

310 (46)

MRI information available, patients (%)

87 (18)

82 (23)

255 (28)

108 (27)

489 (27)

136 (20)

MRI, number of T2 lesions, patients
 T2 lesion count available (%)

38 (8)

52 (15)

159 (17)

62 (15)

316 (17)

39 (6)

 1–2 (%)

1 (3)

1 (2)

1 (1)

1 (2)

3 (1)

0 (0)

 3–8 (%)

6 (16)

9 (17)

17 (11)

9 (15)

27 (9)

2 (5)

 ≥9 (%)

31 (82)

42 (81)

141 (89)

52 (84)

286 (91)

37 (95)

 MRI with contrast available (%)

61 (13)

49 (14)

152 (17)

71 (18)

323 (18)

113 (17)

 Contrast-enhancing lesions present (%)

13 (21)

9 (18)

20 (13)

9 (13)

103 (32)

37 (33)
394 (59)

MRI, contrast-enhancing lesions, patients

CSF, oligoclonal bands, patients
 CSF with oligoclonal bands available (%)

253 (54)

175 (49)

458 (50)

193 (48)

990 (54)

 Oligoclonal bands present (%)

221 (87)

157 (90)

400 (87)

173 (90)

887 (90)

341 (87)

Pairwise-censored follow-up on study therapy
(years), median (quartiles)

1.3 (1.0–1.9)

1.3 (1.0–1.9)

1.4 (1.0–2.0)

1.4 (1.0–2.0)

1.3 (1.0–2.0)

1.3 (1.0–2.0)

0.00

0.00

0.00

Visit interval (months), median (quartiles)

5 (3–8)

5 (3–8)

0.02

4 (3–7)

4 (3–7)

0.04

4 (3–6)

4 (3–7)

0.00

Previous therapies (n), median (quartiles)

1 (1–2)

1 (1–2)

0.05

1 (1–2)

1 (1–2)

0.08

2 (1–2)

1 (1–2)

0.10

 Interferon β/ glatiramer acetate (%)

350 (74)

275 (77)

689 (76)

320 (79)

1279 (70)

512 (76)

 Teriflunomide (%)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

29 (2)

14 (2)

 Fingolimod (%)

34 (7)

23 (6)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

 Natalizumab (%)

37 (8)

16 (5)

95 (10)

21 (5)

335 (18)

74 (11)

 Mitoxantrone (%)

4 (1)

4 (1)

19 (2)

4 (1)

49 (3)

9 (1)

 None (%)

45 (10)

37 (10)

84 (9)

45 (11)

133 (7)

63 (9)

Most active previous therapy, patients

Most effective previous therapy is shown in the ascending order as per a previous network meta-analysis of multiple sclerosis therapies.25
Low-efficacy therapy: interferon β, glatiramer acetate, teriflunomide.
CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; EDSS, Expanded Disability Status Scale.

was resistant to unmeasured confounders with relative magnitude of 20% of the reported treatment effect. Consistent with
the above, cumulative hazard of relapses was lower in the fingolimod cohort when compared with the teriflunomide cohort (HR
0.77, 95% CI 0.63 to 0.95, p=0.03; figure 3C). No differences
in the rate of confirmed disability accumulation (HR 1.01, 95%
CI 0.64 to 1.59, p=0.97) and improvement (HR 1.57, 95% CI
0.87 to 2.86, p=0.14) events were found (figure 3B,D,E). The
results were replicated with imputation of MRI values missing
not at random. The analysis was sufficiently powered to detect
1% and 36% differences in the cumulative hazards of disability
accumulation and improvement, respectively.

Fingolimod versus dimethyl fumarate

The mean ARR was lower among the patients treated with
fingolimod (0.20, 95% CI 0.19 to 0.22) matched to the
patients treated with dimethyl fumarate (0.26, 95% CI 0.24
to 0.28, p=0.01; figure 4A), consistent with the comparison
of the cumulative hazard of relapses (HR 0.78, 95% CI 0.68
to 0.90, p=0.0005; figure 4C). These results were resistant to
unmeasured confounders with relative magnitude of 20% of
4

the reported treatment effect. Cumulative hazards of confirmed
disability accumulation (HR 1.10, 95% CI 0.78 to 1.56, p=0.59)
and improvement (HR 0.83, 95% CI 0.62 to 1.11, p=0.20)
were similar in the fingolimod and dimethyl fumarate cohorts
(figure 4B,D,E). The analysis of MRI values missing not and
random confirmed the above results in full. This analysis was
sufficiently powered to demonstrate 9% and 14% differences in
the cumulative hazards of disability accumulation and improvement, respectively.

Persistence
The likelihood of discontinuing therapy was similar in the
dimethyl fumarate and teriflunomide cohorts (24% during
the initial 2 years; HR 0.95, 95% CI 0.74 to 1.20, p=0.68;
figure 2F). As the reason for discontinuation, adverse event was
reported at a similar rate in the two treatments (in 8% and 7% of
the matched patients, respectively), whereas lack of efficacy (as
per neurologist) was relatively more commonly reported in teriflunomide (15%) than dimethyl fumarate (8%, online supplementary table 10).
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Table 1
Demographic, clinical and paraclinical characteristics of the matched patients
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Figure 2 Comparison of the treatment outcomes for dimethyl fumarate versus teriflunomide. Bar graphs show mean±95% CIs. Mean EDSS scores in
panel B are calculated from scores available at a given year post-treatment. DMF, dimethyl fumarate; EDSS, Expanded Disability Status Scale.

Multiple sclerosis
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Figure 3 Comparison of the treatment outcomes for fingolimod versus teriflunomide. Bar graphs show mean±95% CIs. Mean EDSS scores in panel B are
calculated from scores available at a given year post-treatment. EDSS, Expanded Disability Status Scale.
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Figure 4 Comparison of the treatment outcomes for fingolimod versus dimethyl fumarate. Bar graphs show mean±95% CIs. Mean EDSS scores in panel B
are calculated from scores available at a given year post-treatment. DMF, dimethyl fumarate; EDSS, Expanded Disability Status Scale.

Multiple sclerosis

Sensitivity analyses

For the comparison of dimethyl fumarate and teriflunomide,
sensitivity analyses largely confirmed the results of the primary
analysis (online supplementary table 11). Interestingly, the
frequency of relapses trended to be marginally lower on dimethyl
fumarate than teriflunomide in the analysis of complete cases
with baseline MRI and the intention-to-treat analysis. In addition, the intention-to-treat analysis suggested a trend towards
a more frequent recovery from disability on dimethyl fumarate
when compared with teriflunomide.
The results of the primary analysis comparing fingolimod and
teriflunomide were replicated by most of the sensitivity analyses. The exceptions were the comparisons of ARRs in patients
matched on relapse incidence during the 2 years preceding the
study therapy and two relatively less powered subcohorts—
complete case analysis of patients with baseline cerebral MRI
and in countries where fingolimod is first-line therapy.
Similarly, the results of the primary analysis of fingolimod
versus dimethyl fumarate were replicated by most of the sensitivity analyses, with a small number of exceptions, in which the
trends were consistent with the primary analysis.

Discussion

In this propensity score-matched analysis of the global observational MSBase cohort, we have studied patients with relapsing-remitting MS exposed to one of three oral immunotherapies
for MS, most of whom had not experienced relapses within a
year prior to commencing study therapy, with ≥9 cerebral
lesions and previously exposed to other immunotherapies, in
particular interferon β and glatiramer acetate. The effect of
fingolimod on relapse activity was superior to dimethyl fumarate and teriflunomide. During the initial 2.5 years, the three
therapies had comparable effects on disability accumulation and
disability improvement. Dimethyl fumarate and teriflunomide
were more likely to be discontinued than fingolimod.
A limited number of studies compared treatment effectiveness between pairs of oral preparations for relapsing-remitting
MS. A propensity score-matched, pairwise-censored analysis of
observational data from 550 patients from seven centres in Italy
suggested that the proportions of patients with no evidence of
disease activity or relapses over 18 months were similar in those
treated with fingolimod or dimethyl fumarate.11 However,
among patients who switched to their study therapy from
another immunotherapy (similar to the majority of patients
in our study), those treated with fingolimod were more likely
to remain free from evidence of disease activity, relapses and
confirmed worsening of disability than those treated with
8

dimethyl fumarate. A single-centre propensity score-weighted
study among 659 patients did not find a statistically significant
difference in the rate of relapses between patients treated with
fingolimod or dimethyl fumarate over 2 years. In that study,
0.20–0.21 on-treatment relapses per patient and year were
reported, but the mean time to the first relapse was markedly
longer in fingolimod (7.56 months) than dimethyl fumarate
(3.83 months).10 A network meta-analysis of two pooled post
hoc analyses of placebo-controlled trials reported non-significant trends favouring fingolimod over dimethyl fumarate in
relapse frequency and 3-month confirmed disability progression
in highly active MS.7
Another network meta-analysis reported no differences in
relapse and disability outcomes between fingolimod and dimethyl
fumarate, but showed a relatively lower effect of teriflunomide
on relapse frequency.8 A matching-adjusted indirect comparison
of patient data from the randomised trials of dimethyl fumarate
with aggregate data from the randomised trials of fingolimod did
not find differences in relapse and 3-month confirmed disability
outcomes at 2 years.6 Another indirect analysis of trial data
suggested that relapse rate ratio favours dimethyl fumarate over
teriflunomide.32 In contrast, a comparison of randomised trials
showed that the numbers of treated patients needed to prevent
a relapse and confirmed disability worsening were similar for
dimethyl fumarate and teriflunomide but marginally lower for
fingolimod.9 An analysis of health insurance claims suggested
that the relapse-related claims were similar for dimethyl fumarate
and fingolimod and less frequent than the claims for teriflunomide.33 However, health claims represent only an approximation for relapse incidence, and disability information is typically
unavailable. Finally, a single-centre propensity score-weighted
and matched analysis found a lower treatment discontinuation
rate among patients treated with fingolimod when compared
with dimethyl fumarate.34 It is apparent that the results of studies
comparing oral therapies show substantial variability, which can
be attributed to the variability in the source data and methodology.12 These differences are also probably co-determined by
the amount of underlying inflammatory activity, with more
pronounced differences between agents observed in patients
with more active disease.12
Our present study directly compared the effects of the three
oral immunotherapies in relapsing-remitting MS, including
relapse frequency, 6-month confirmed disability worsening and
improvement and the rate and reasons for treatment discontinuation. The main strengths of this study are the direct comparison
of the three oral therapies from a single international registry
with prospectively defined observational plan and an objective
quality control procedure, and high density of disability assessments (every 4–5 months). The observational data from a relatively large number of patients are representative of day-to-day
clinical practice. We have used MRI information where available at the start of study therapy, in combination with multiple
imputation—under both missing at random and not at random
assumptions—to mitigate an effect of any systematic differences in subclinical disease activity between the two treated
cohorts. The results of multiple sensitivity analyses were consistent with the primary analysis. It is worth noting that while the
primary analysis did not find a statistically significant difference
in relapse frequency between dimethyl fumarate and teriflunomide, a trend favouring dimethyl fumarate was suggested by
two sensitivity analyses—of cases with complete MRI data and
the intention-to-treat analysis. This may imply that the effect
of dimethyl fumarate on preventing relapses may be marginally superior to teriflunomide when informed censoring and
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Patients were less likely to discontinue fingolimod than teriflunomide (HR 0.56, 95% CI 0.44 to 0.71, p=10−6; 10% vs
26% at 2 years, respectively; figure 3F). Lack of efficacy as a
reason for discontinuation was reported similarly in both treatments (5% fingolimod vs 5% teriflunomide), with adverse
events being less commonly reported in fingolimod (7% vs 13%,
respectively; online supplementary table 10).
Patients were less likely to discontinue fingolimod than
dimethyl fumarate (HR 0.49, 95% CI 0.42 to 0.58, p=10–16;
17% vs 31% at 2 years, respectively; figure 4F). The proportions
of patients with lack of efficacy being the reported reason for
discontinuation were similar in fingolimod (9%) and dimethyl
fumarate (8%). Discontinuation due to reported adverse events
was more common in dimethyl fumarate (10%) than fingolimod
(4%; online supplementary table 10).

Multiple sclerosis
treatment safety, family planning or convenience of administration. Very rare but severe adverse events, such as progressive multifocal encephalopathy, may be an important factor in
the treatment decision process.39 This is particularly relevant
to fingolimod, which, among the compared oral disease-modifying therapies, is associated with the greatest risk of this potentially life-threatening complication.40 Choosing a therapy in
individual patients remains a complex task that requires thorough and individualised evaluation of disease prognosis and
the corresponding risks and benefits of the increasing number
of available therapies.
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subclinical inflammatory activity detectable by cerebral MRI are
fully accounted for.35
Our conclusions are limited to an on-treatment follow-up of
2.5 years, which is only marginally longer than a follow-up in
most pivotal randomised clinical trials in relapsing-remitting
MS. As discussed above, information about recent prebaseline
brain MRI activity was only available for a limited cohort. We
have therefore used a multiple imputation procedure to impute
the missing values, including a sensitivity analysis under missingnot-at-random conditions. In order to mitigate confounding of
imminent relapse activity by subclinical inflammation,36 we have
conducted a sensitivity analysis among patients with MRI data
available with matching on MRI activity.
We chose propensity score matching as the strategy to control
indication bias; this method allows quantification of improvement in the propensity score match and is also suitable for pairwise censoring in order to mitigate attrition bias, an important
confounder in observational studies.11 20 The importance of the
context of treatment administration is exemplified by the diminished difference in relapse rates between fingolimod and the
other two oral preparations when analysed in countries where
fingolimod is only available as a second-line therapy. Propensity score matching decreased the overall imbalance between the
compared cohorts by 90.9%–98.2%. In order to adjust the analyses for the mild residual imbalances in prebaseline relapse rates
(such as imbalance due to the Will Rogers phenomenon,37 which
would be attributed to the use of different diagnostic criteria
in patients diagnosed before and after 2010) and prior use of
natalizumab, we conducted sensitivity analyses in a subgroup
with prior on-treatment relapses or matched on 2-year relapse
rate, which largely confirmed the results of the primary analyses.
The effect of treatment epoch may also contribute to bias due to
informed censoring; where in patients treated earlier, the tolerance for on-treatment disease activity would have been greater,
while the concept of ‘no evidence of disease activity’ as a treatment target has only been introduced recently.38 Thus, in more
recently introduced therapies (dimethyl fumarate and teriflunomide), on-treatment disease activity could be under-reported as
a result of informative censoring. Whilest in the primary analysis
we were unable to mitigate this bias, if present, it would deflate
rather than inflate the observed differences between fingolimod
and the other two oral agents. In order to mitigate detection bias
(due to differential on-treatment follow-up or differing expectations of disease activity)22 we have adjusted the relevant models
for visit frequency and have conducted a sensitivity analysis
using an intention-to-treat approach (analysing the post-treatment follow-up irrespective of treatment discontinuation status),
which has largely confirmed the results of the primary analysis.
Propensity score-based comparative analyses mitigate the effect
of measured confounders but are vulnerable to potential unmeasured confounders. As estimated by Hodges-Lehmann Γ, the
present analyses were robust to unmeasured confounders of a
magnitude of 20% of the treatment effects. Finally, regarding
robustness of the negative results reported, we performed post
hoc power analyses, which showed that our primary analysis
was sufficiently powered to uncover clinically relevant treatment
differences.
In this study, we have compared effectiveness of and
persistence on oral immunotherapies for relapsing-remitting MS. Fingolimod is associated with a lower incidence of
relapses and discontinuation rate than dimethyl fumarate and
teriflunomide. The magnitude of this difference was relatively
small (one relapse every 11–17 patient-years). The choice of
MS therapy is determined by a multitude of factors, including
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